
Format 2-hour interactive workshop (live webinar or in-person) 

Unlimited

Inspirations and individual action plans to help develop Study NinjaTM level skills.

Use the 9 Characteristics of the Study NinjaTM to identify specific changes & tactics to 
improve your personal productivity and wellbeing.

Review your current habits, get new inspirations and lots new ideas – and have fun!

eCopy of ‘How to be a Productivity Ninja’ book

Action-oriented handouts/downloads

Exclusive Access to The Productivity Ninja® Academy (online learning hub)

Optional follow-on Virtual Ninja Clinic (extra cost)

Participants

Results

Key Benefits

Blended Learning

Overview

The deeper you get into your studies, the more potential there is 

for ‘everyday life’ get in the way. It can be overwhelming. Making 

space for studying, working, socializing, having a ‘life’ is half the 

battle. Feeling good about it is the other half!

In this workshop, we’ll re-ignite your passion for learning and self-

care with Ninja-style mindset, skills, habits, tips and tricks. 

A Study NinjaTM is calm and prepared, but also skilled and ruthless 

in how they deal with the many enemies of productivity and 

wellbeing.  

We’ll share with you the 9 Characteristics of the Study NinjaTM, 

and help you identify specific ways you can implement. 
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CUSTOMER REVIEWS

Don’t just take our word    
for it …

“A wonderful & informative 
experience. I can use what 
has been taught in my daily 
life... Overall, outstanding!!!”

Will, Student, University of South 
Australia



Who should attend

Anyone who is juggling studying with life! If you’re 

trying to figure out how to manage your own study, 

projects and priorities, this session is for you. It’s an 

action-oriented workshop; you’ll walk away feeling 

more in control and ready to study with focus and 

energy.

We’re flexible

This 2-hour workshop can be condensed to as short as 

60 or 90 minutes for your team if that better suits your 

event or group – we can explore these options 

together.

Results

Reflection, inspiration, motivation, self-awareness of strengths and 

opportunities for improvement and lots of new ideas!  An appreciation 

that very small changes in habits can lead to significant gains in time, 

focus and wellbeing.

All participants produce individual action plans and 98% walk away with 

at least one action that will transform the way they study. 

99% 91%of participants say 
this workshop will make 
a positive difference to 
their productivity

of participants 
would recommend
this session
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Practical Requirements
For in-person delivery, all we need is a 

meeting room in your office. 

This seminar works well in a wide range of 

spaces and room layouts depending on 

your event and venue, including theatre-

style with no tables. 

For online delivery, we use Zoom, but we 

can use your preferred conferencing 

platform as long as our Productivity Ninja®

has access beforehand. 

Our friendly team will walk you through all 

the logistics at the time of booking.

We’re passionate about creating real change that lasts, and 

truly embedding new habits. That’s why every workshop 

participant gets:

An eCopy of ‘How to be a Productivity Ninja’ book

Action-oriented handouts/downloads

Exclusive access to The Productivity Ninja® Academy, 

with eCourses, tutorials and a workshop booster pack. 

https://academy.thinkproductive.com

Optional follow-on Virtual Ninja Clinic (extra cost) 

Blended Learning to “Make it Stick”

https://academy.thinkproductive.com/

